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1. INTRODUCTION
The following p-groups are known as noncommutative p-groups that
have cyclic maximal subgroups:
 .1 p s 2, dihedral 2-group
 2 my 1 2 y1:D s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x , m G 3;m
 .2 p s 2, generalized quaternion 2-group
 2 my 2 2 2 y1:Q s x , y ¬ x s y s z , z s 1, yxy s x , m G 3;m
 .3 p s 2, semidihedral 2-group
 2 my 1 2 y1q2 my 2:SD s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x , m G 4;m
 .4
 p my 1 p y1 1qp my 2:M p s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x , .m
m G 3 when p G 2, m G 4 when p s 2.
* The author's current affiliation is Department of Mathematical Science, Faculty of
Science, Ehime University, Matsuyama 790-77, Japan.
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The mod 2 cohomology algebras of finite groups that have these 2-groups
as Sylow 2-subgroups have been computed by
 . w xi Martino 10 , 1988;
 . w xii Martino and Priddy 11 , 1991;
 . w xiii Asai and Sasaki 2 , 1993;
 . w xiv Sasaki 14 , 1994.
The first two are actually concerned with classifying spaces. The last two
depend on the theory of modular representation and the cohomology
varieties of modules.
On the other hand, the mod p cohomology algebras of metacyclic
groups have been computed as follows:
 . w xi Diethelm 3 , 1985, for split metacyclic p-groups;
 . w xii Rusin 13 , 1987, for metacyclic 2-groups;
 . w xiii Huebschmann 7 , 1989, for general metacyclic groups.
w xThe paper Huebschmann 7 is a comprehensive work and completed the
calculation of the cohomology algebras of metacyclic groups.
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the mod p cohomology
algebras of finite groups with metacyclic Sylow p-subgroups for an odd
prime p.
Before stating our results, we prepare some terminologies. Let p be a
p .prime. For G a finite group, we let O G denote the unique minimal
p .normal subgroup of G such that the factor group GrO G is a p-group.
If a finite group G is a product of a Sylow p-subgroup S and a normal
pX-subgroup C, then the pX-subgroup C is called a normal p-complement
in G. If a finite group G has a normal p-complement C, then clearly
p .C s O G .
w xRemark. Wong 15 showed that a finite group G with Sylow 2-sub-
 .group M 2 has a normal 2-complement. Hence the mod 2 cohomologym
 .algebra of the group G is isomorphic with that of the 2-group M 2 .m
A finite p-group P is said to be regular if, for arbitrary elements a and
b in P, it holds that
pp p pa b s ab d .  i
i
 :Xfor some elements d in the commutator subgroup a, b of the subgroupi
 :a, b .
From now on we let p be an odd prime. Let P be a nonabelian
metacyclic p-group
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
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where
0 - l - m , m y l F n , m y l F f F m.
This p-group P is regular, since the prime p is odd.
Let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P, and let k be a field
of characteristic p. Because the Sylow p-subgroup P is regular, it holds by
a theorem of Wielandt that
GrO p G , N P rO p N P . .  .  . .G G
w xHuppert 8 showed that the factor groups above are nontrivial p-groups.
In Section 2 we shall investigate the structure of the finite group G in
more detail.
Suppose that the extension
 :  :1 ª x ª P ª Pr x ª 1
splits. Then the finite group G may be assumed to be a semidirect product
p .  :of the normal subgroup O G and the subgroup y by replacing the
generators of P if necessary. In Sections 3 and 4 we shall deal with finite
groups with split metacyclic Sylow p-subgroups. First we shall prove the
following transfer theorem in Section 3.
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite group with a split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
Then it holds that
res: HU G, k , HU N P , k . .  . .G
By Theorem 3.1 the cohomology algebra of G can be obtained as a
stable subalgebra of the cohomology algebra of P under the action of the
 .Sylow normalizer N P ; this will be done in Section 4. The results are asG
follows.
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a finite group with a split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp my n:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
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where
m ) n ) 0.
<  .  . < X U  .Let e s N P : C P . Then the cohomology algebra H G, k is gener-pG G
ated by the elements
b g H j G, k , j s 1, 2, .j
z g H 2 eiy1 G, k , 1 F i F p , r g H 2 e p G, k : .  .eiy1 2 e p
UH G, k s k b , b , z , z , . . . , z , r , . 1 2 2 ey1 4 ey1 2 e py1 2 e p
with the following relations:
z z s 0, 1 F i , j F p , b z s 0, 1 F i F p y 1.2 eiy1 2 e jy1 2 2 eiy1
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a finite group with a split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l - n.
<  .  . < X U  .Let e s N P : C P . Then the cohomology algebra H G, k is gener-pG G
ated by the elements
b g H 1 G, k , b g H 2 G, k , .  .1 2
z g H 2 ey1 G, k , r g H 2 e G, k : .  .2 ey1 2 e
U w xH G, k s k b , b , z , r . . 1 2 2 ey1 2 e
Note that in both theorems we omit the obvious relation that the
squares of the generators of odd degree vanish.
Next let us suppose that the extension
 :  :1 ª x ª P ª Pr x ª 1
does not split. In this case the parameters f , l, m, and n satisfy
0 - l - m , m y l - n , m y l F f - m , f - n.
Suppose moreover that f ) l. Then the finite group G with such P as a
Sylow p-subgroup has a normal p-complement. Therefore we have
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite group with a nonsplit metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
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where
0 - l - f - m , m y l - n , m y l F f , f - n.
Then it holds that
res: HU G, k , HU P , k . .  .
 :While if f F l, then the subgroup y is normal in P and the extension
 :  :1 ª y ª P ª Pr y ª 1 does split. Hence the cohomology algebras
of P and G can be obtained from the results in Section 4. We omit the
details.
Here we fix some notation. Let G be an arbitrary finite group. For H a
subgroup of G and x, y elements in G, we write
xH s xHxy1 , H x s xy1Hx ,
x y s xyxy1 , y x s xy1 yx .
We also write
wx s w x .
for an automorphism w of the group G.
From now on let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P, unless
otherwise stated. Let k be a field of characteristic p.
2. STRUCTURE OF FINITE GROUPS WITH
METACYCLIC SYLOW p-SUBGROUPS
We start with the following.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a finite group with a metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup P. Then it holds that
N P l O p G s O p N P . .  .  . .G G
 .If the Sylow normalizer N P has a normal p-complement, then so does theG
finite group G.
Proof. Since the p-group P is regular, by a theorem of Wielandt see,
w x.for example, Huppert 9, Theorem IV.8.I , we have
GrO p G , N P rO p N P , .  .  . .G G
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which is equivalent to
N P l O p G s O p N P . .  .  . .G G
 .Suppose that the Sylow normalizer N P has a normal p-complement:G
 . p  .. p .N P s P = O N P . By the equation above we have P l O G sG G
p  ..P l O N P s 1. Thus, the finite group G is a semidirect product:G
G s P h O p G . .
Namely the finite group G has a normal p-complement.
 .To investigate the structure of the Sylow normalizer N P , we studyG
the automorphism group Aut P of P.
First we list some preliminary properties of the metacyclic p-group
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n , m y l F f F m.
Let
w s x p l , z s x p my 1 .
Then we have
 . XLEMMA 2.1. 1 The commutator subgroup P of the p-group P is the
cyclic subgroup generated by the element w.
 .  . p my l p my l2 The center Z P of P is generated by the elements x and y .
 .3 For integers a, b, c it holds that
p c c c cX p X Xa b a p b p  :x y s x y w for some w g P s w . .
LEMMA 2.2. The extension
 :  :1 ª x ª P ª Pr x ª 1
splits if and only if
m G f G n or m s f - n.
 :  :Proof. Let N s x and K s Pr x . Suppose that the extension
1 ª N ª P ª K ª 1 is equivalent to the split extension 1 ª N ª N i K
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ª K ª 1. Then there exists a homomorphism w : P ª N i K such that
the following diagram commutes:
1 ª N ª P ª K ª 1
5 5w x
1 ª N ª N i K ª K ª 1
Clearly we have
w x s x , N . .  .
We set
w y s x i , yN , i g Z. .  .
Since n G m y l, it holds that
p n ni i px , yN s x , N . . .
This together with y p
n s x p f gives the equation
x p
f s x i p n .
Thus we obtain the following congruence:
p f ' ipn mod pm . .
Conversely, for an integer i satisfying the congruence above, the homo-
 .  .  .  i .morphism w : P ª N i K defined by w x s x, N and w y s x , yN
gives an equivalence of the extensions in question. Consequently, the
extension 1 ª N ª P ª K ª 1 splits if and only if the congruence
p f ' ipn mod pm .
has a solution. This condition is equivalent to
m G f G n or m s f - n
under our conditions.
LEMMA 2.3. For an automorphism w of the p-group P, let
wx s x a y b , wy s x c y d a, b , c, d g Z . .
Then the following hold:
 . my 1  my fqny1.1 bp ' 0 mod p . We set
bpmy 1 s bX pmy fqny1.
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 . l  n.2 bp ' 0 mod p . We set
bpl s bY pn .
 . X l Y f X  fy l.3 b p s b p . In particular, if f ) l, then b ' 0 mod p .
 .4 The automorphism w acts on the central element z as follows:
wz s z adybc s z aqb
X
.
 .  .Proof. Assertions 1 through 3 can be easily verified. We prove only
p .  :assertion 4 . Let P s Pr w . For an element ¨ g P we write ¨ for the
l lp p y1 1qp :coset ¨ w in P. Obviously it holds that w s x , yxy s x , and
X  :P s w . The automorphism w induces an automorphism of P because
p :the subgroup w is characteristic in P. Since the element w has order p,
ly1 1qp w x  .we have ywy s w s w so that y, x s w g Z P . Therefore we see
w w ww s y , x
c d a bs x y , x y
adybcs w .
 .  .  .On the other hand, it holds by Lemma 2.1 3 and congruences 2 and 3
above that
p lw ww s x .
lpa bs x y .
l la p b ps x y
Y na b ps w y
Y fa b ps w x
X la b ps w x
Xaqbs w .
Therefore we obtain
Xw adybc aqbw s w s w .
Thus we can write
ww s w adybc w i p s w aqb
X
w j p , i , j g Z.
Taking the pmy ly1th power, we have
Xw adybc aqbz s z s z .
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Suppose that the extension
 :  :1 ª x ª P ª Pr x ª 1
splits. Then by Lemma 2.1 we may assume that
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
The p-group P has the automorphism
x ¬ x r ,
s :  y ¬ y ,
 . mwhere r is a primitive p y 1 th root of unity modulo p . The automor-
phism s has order p y 1.
LEMMA 2.4. Let P be a split metacyclic p-group:
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
Then the automorphism group Aut P of P is a semidirect product of a normal
 :p-subgroup and the cyclic subgroup s abo¨e of order p y 1.
 :Proof. Since the subgroup z is characteristic in P, restriction of
 :automorphisms of P to the subgroup z induces a homomorphism
 :r : Aut P ª Aut z , w ¬ w .¬ z:
Let R denote the kernel:
R s w g Aut P ¬wz s z . 4
We shall first prove that the kernel R is a p-group and then show that
 :Aut P s R i s .
Take an automorphism w in R and set
wx s x a y b , wy s x c y d a, b , c, d g Z . .
We argue with the same notation as in Lemma 2.3. It holds by Lemma
 .2.3 3 that
bX ' 0 mod pmy l , .
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 .whence we see by Lemma 2.3 4 that
z swz s z adybc s z a .
Therefore the following congruences hold:
) ad y bc ' a ' 1 mod p . .  .
Case 1. Assume that m ) n. Applying the automorphism w to both
p n  c d. p n  c d. p n c p nsides of y s 1, we obtain x y s 1. Since x y s x by Lemma
 .2.1 3 , it holds that
cpn ' 0 mod pm . .
This together with the assumption implies
c ' 0 mod p . .
 .Thus we obtain by the congruences ) that
a ' d ' 1 mod p . .
Consequently the automorphism w acts as follows:
wx ' xy b ,
mod F P , .w y ' y ,
 .where F P is the Frattini subgroup of P.
 .Case 2. Assume that m F n. It holds by Lemma 2.3 2 that
b ' 0 mod p .
so that
d ' 1 mod p . .
Thus the automorphism w acts as follows:
wx ' x ,
mod F P . .w c y ' x y ,
In both cases we see that w p acts trivially on the Frattini quotient
 .PrF P , whence the automorphism w has p-power order. Therefore, the
kernel R is a p-group, as desired.
Since the restriction homomorphism r is epimorphic and the cyclic
 :  :subgroup s has order p y 1, we have Aut P s R i s .
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LEMMA 2.5. Let N be a finite group with a normal split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
Then the finite group N has a normal p-complement or there exists an
automorphism w of P such that
p w :P l O N s x . .
Proof. Let S be a complement of P in N:
N s P i S.
 . XSince the factor group SrC P is a p -group and is isomorphic with aS
subgroup of Aut P, there exists an automorphism w of P such that
 . w :  :SrC P is isomorphic with a subgroup of the conjugate s of s byS
 .  .w. Let sC P be a generator of the factor group SrC P :S S
 :SrC P s sC P . .  .S S
Then the element s acts on the elements wx and wy as follows:
as w wx s x , .  .
s w w y s y , .
where the integer a is a power of the integer r. It is easily verified that the
w :product x i S is a normal subgroup of N of p-power index. Further-
w . i:more, a product of the complement S and a subgroup x of the cyclic
w : w . i:subgroup x is normal in N if and only if the subgroup x contains
w .ay1:the subgroup x . Suppose that the group N has no normal p-com-
 .plement. Then obviously we see that a k 1 mod p . Therefore, no
w .:product of the complement S and a proper subgroup of x is normal in
p . w : p .N. Namely it holds that O N s x i S. Thus, we have P l O N s
w :x .
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a finite group with a split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
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Then the finite group G has a normal p-complement or there exists an
automorphism w of P such that
p p w :P l O G s P l O N P s x . .  . .G
Proof. The assertion holds by Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.1.
Next let us consider the nonsplit case. Suppose that the extension
 :  :1 ª x ª P ª Pr x ª 1
does not split. Then by Lemma 2.2 the p-group P is presented as follows:
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l - n , m y l F f - m , f - n.
The situations differ whether or not f ) l.
LEMMA 2.6. Let
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l - n , m y l F f - m , f - n.
If f ) l, then the automorphism group Aut P is a p-group.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.4 let us consider the action of
automorphisms on the central element z. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume
that n ) m ) f or m G n ) f. For an automorphism w of P we write
wx s x a y b , wy s x c y d a, b , c, d g Z . .
 .We argue with the same notation as in Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 2.3 1 and
 .3 , we see that
b ' bX ' 0 mod p . .
 .Therefore, by Lemma 2.3 4 the automorphism w acts on z as follows:
wz s z ad s z a .
 .It also follows from the congruences above that a k 0 mod p so that
 .d ' 1 mod p . On the other hand, applying the automorphism w to both
sides of y p
n s x p f, we obtain
x c p
n
y d p
n s x a p f y b p f
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 . f X n  .by Lemma 2.1 3 . Because bp s b p from Lemma 2.3 1 , we see that
x c p
n
x d p
f s x a p f y b
X p n
s x a p f x b
X p f
so that
cpn q dp f ' ap f q bX p f mod pm . .
Since m, n ) f the congruence above implies
d ' a q bX mod p . .
Therefore the following congruences hold:
a ' d ' 1 mod p . .
Thus the automorphism w acts as follows:
wx ' x ,
mod F P . .w c y ' x y ,
Consequently, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, the automorphism group
Aut P is a p-group, as desired.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a finite group with a nonsplit metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - f - m , m y l - n , m y l F f , f - n.
Then the finite group G has a normal p-complement.
 .Proof. By Lemma 2.6 the Sylow normalizer N P has a normalG
p-complement; and so does the finite group G from Proposition 2.1.
While if f F l, then we have
 :  :LEMMA 2.7. Suppose 1 ª x ª P ª Pr x ª 1 does not split. If
f F l, then
 .  :1 the subgroup y is normal in P;
 .  :  :2 the extension 1 ª y ª P ª Pr y ª 1 splits.
X  p l:  p f:  p n:  :  :Proof. Since P s x F x s y F y , the subgroup y is
normal in P. Then the extension above splits because of Lemma 2.2.
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3. A TRANSFER THEOREM
In this and the next sections we shall deal with the split case. Let
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
We assume that the finite group G, which has P above as a Sylow
p-subgroup, has no normal p-complement. Then by Lemma 2.5 we may
assume that
N P l O p G s O p N P , .  .  . .G G
p p  :P l O N P s P l O G s x .  . .G
and hence
p  :G s O G i y . .
U  .One may compute H G, k by means of the spectral sequence
H s GrO p G , H t O p G , k « H sq t G, k .  .  . . .
associated with the exact sequence
p  :1 ª O G ª G ª y ª 1. .
However, we adapt another way. We shall prove the following transfer
theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finite group with the split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup P. Then it holds that
res: HU G, k , HU N P , k . .  . .G
Proof. We may assume that the finite group G has no normal p-com-
 p my 1:  .plement. Let Z s x and L s N Z .G
U  . U   . .STEP 1. It holds that res: H G, k , H N Z , k .G
Proof of Step 1. Since P F L, it is enough to show that
res corG l s res l ; l g H n L, k .  .  .P P
U  .because the assertion above implies that the restriction res: H G, k ª
U  .H L, k is an epimorphism. By Mackey's formula we have
res corG l s cor P resg con g l . .  .P Ll P
w xgg P _ GrL
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g .Let us show that if g f L, then L l P l Z s 1. Now suppose that
Z F gL l P. Then, since Z g F L, there exists an element a in L such that
g a p . g aZ F P. On the other hand, since Z F O G , it follows that Z F
p . g a p .  :O G . Thus we see that Z F P l O G s x . Namely we have
g a  .Z s Z and hence g g N Z s L, as desired.G
U  g . .Therefore, if g f L, then the restriction res: H L l P = Z, k ª
U g . ng .H L l P, k is epimorphic. Thus, for an element z g H L l P, k we
see that
cor P z s cor P cor  g Ll P .=Z z .  .
s 0.
U   . . U   . .STEP 2. It holds that res H N Z , k , H N P , k .G G
 . p .  .Proof of Step 2. Let N s N P , H s O G , and C s C Z . Let usG H
 .Xshow that L s NO L . By the Frattini argument we have thatp
L s NC Z . .G
 : XSince the cyclic subgroup x is a Sylow p-subgroup of C and the p -factor
 :.  :.  :.group N x rC x acts on Z s V x trivially, we see thatC C 1
 :.  :.N x s C x and therefore, by the Burnside theorem that C sC C
 :  .Xx O C . Hence we see thatp
C Z s PC .G
s PO X C . .p
 .  .  .   ..X XBecause O C is normal in C Z , it holds that C Z s PO C Z .p G G p G
Therefore we have
L s NC Z .G
s NPO X C Z . .p G
s NO X N Z . .p G
s NO X L . .p
 .  .  .  .X X XNext let us show that N l O L s O N . Since O N F C P Fp p p G
 .  .  .  .  .X X X XC Z s PO L , it holds that O N F O L . Clearly N l O L FG p p p p
 .  .  .X X XO N . Thus we have N l O L s O N . Consequently, it holds thatp p p
LrO X L , NrO X N .  .p p
and therefore
U Ures: H N Z , k , H N P , k . .  . .  .G G
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4. COHOMOLOGY ALGEBRAS OF FINITE GROUPS
WITH SPLIT METACYCLIC SYLOW p-SUBGROUPS
First we state the cohomology algebras of split metacyclic p-groups
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l F n.
Let us recall that the group P has the automorphism
x ¬ x r ,
s :  y ¬ y.
 .THEOREM 4.1 Diethelm . Let
 p m p n y1 1qp my n:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
m ) n ) 0.
U  .Then the cohomology algebra H P, k is generated by the elements
b g H j P , k , j s 1, 2, .j
a g H 2 iy1 P , k , 1 F i F p , t g H 2 p P , k : .  .2 iy1 2 p
UH P , k s k b , b , a , a , . . . , a , t , . 1 2 1 3 2 py1 2 p
which satisfy the following relations:
a a s 0, 1 F i , j F p , b a s 0, 1 F i F p y 1,2 iy1 2 jy1 2 2 iy1
and ha¨e the following properties:
 .  41 b , t is a homogeneous system of parameters;2 2 p
 . j  : .2 b , j s 1, 2, are the inflations of generators of H Pr x , k ;j
 .  .  .3 res t / 0, res t s 0; x: 2 p  y: 2 p
 .  .  .4 res a / 0, res a s 0, 1 F i F p; x: 2 iy1  y: 2 iy1
 .5 the automorphism s acts as follows:
is Xa s r a , 1 F i F p , .2 iy1 2 iy1
sb s b , sb s b , st s rXt .1 1 2 2 2 p 2 p
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 .THEOREM 4.2 Diethelm . Let
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l - n.
U  .Then the cohomology algebra H P, k is generated by the elements
a , b g H 1 P , k , b , t g H 2 P , k : .  .1 1 2 2
U w xH P , k s k a , b , b , t , . 1 1 2 2
which ha¨e the following properties:
 .  41 b , t is a homogeneous systems of parameters;2 2
 . j  : .2 b , j s 1, 2, are the inflations of generators of H Pr x , k ;j
 .  .  .3 res t / 0, res t s 0; x: 2  y: 2
 .  .  .4 res a / 0, res a s 0; x: 1  y: 1
 .5 the automorphism s acts as follows:
sa s rXa , sb s b , sb s b , st s rXt .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Remark. Since the prime p is odd, the squares of the homogeneous
cohomology elements of odd degree vanish.
By Theorem 3.1 we may assume that the Sylow p-subgroup P is normal
in G, so that the group G can be assumed to be a semidirect product
 : X  :P i s of P and a cyclic p -subgroup s satisfying
sx s x a a g Z , s y s y , C P s 1. .  . s:
U  .Because this group G is metacyclic, one can obtain H G, k from
w x U  .Huebschmann 7 . However, since the element s acts on H P, k as a
scalar multiplication, we can easily compute the stable elements.
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a finite group with a split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp my n:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
m ) n ) 0.
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<  .  . < X U  .Let e s N P : C P . Then the cohomology algebra H G, k is gener-pG G
ated by the elements
b g H j G, k , j s 1, 2, .j
z g H 2 eiy1 G, k , 1 F i F p , r g H 2 e p G, k : .  .2 eiy1 2 e p
UH G, k s k b , b , z , z , . . . , z , r , . 1 2 2 ey1 4 ey1 2 e py1 2 e p
with the following relations:
z z s 0, 1 F i , j F p , b z s 0, 1 F i F p y 1.2 eiy1 2 e jy1 2 2 eiy1
 .Proof. Let N s N P and let S be a complement of P in N:G
 .  .N s P i S. Let sC P be a generator of the factor group SrC P andS S
<  . <let e s SrC P . We may assume that the element s acts on x and y asS
follows:
sx s x a ,
s y s y.
Then e is the order of a mod pm, which is a divisor of p y 1. We set
X <  .  . < X  .  .p y 1 s ee . We see that e s N P : C P because C P s C PpG G G S
 .i Z P from the action of the above. The element s acts on the genera-
U  .tors of the cohomology algebra H P, k as follows:
is s s sX Xa s a a , b s b , b s b , t s at , .2 iy1 2 iy1 1 1 2 2 2 p 2 p
X m U  .where a is an inverse of a mod p . Since it holds that res: H G, k ,
U  .  : U  .H N, k by Theorem 3.1, the s -invariant subalgebra of H P, k is
U  .  :isomorphic with H G, k . Now the s -invariant subalgebra is generated
by the elements
b , b , a b t c ,1 2 2 iy1 2 p
where b and c are nonnegative integers and b s 0, 1. Because
i bqcs Xb c b ca t s a a t , . .2 iy1 2 p 2 iy1 2 p
 :it is s -invariant if and only if
ib q c ' 0 mod e . .
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We set
a , 1 F i F eX ,2 eiy1e
Xr s t , z s X X Y2 e p 2 p 2 eiy1 i Y Xa t , e q 1 F i s ei q i F p ,2 ei yi .y1 2 p
X X Y  :where 1 F i F e and 0 F i - e. Then it is easily verified that the s -in-
variant subalgebra is generated by the elements b , b , z , 1 F i F p,1 2 2 eiy1
and p ; and these generators satisfy the relations in the statement of the2 e p
theorem.
Similarly we can compute the cohomology algebra when m y l - n.
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a finite group with a split metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s y s 1, yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - m , m y l - n.
<  .  . < X U  .Let e s N P : C P . Then the cohomology algebra H G, k is gener-pG G
ated by the elements
b g H 1 G, k , b g H 2 G, k , .  .1 2
z g H 2 ey1 G, k , r g H 2 e G, k : .  .2 ey1 2 e
U w xH G, k s k b , b , z , r . . 1 2 2 ey1 2 e
5. COHOMOLOGY ALGEBRAS OF FINITE GROUPS
WITH NONSPLIT METACYCLIC SYLOW p-GROUPS
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a finite group with a nonsplit metacyclic Sylow
p-subgroup
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - f - m , m y l - n , m y l F f , f - n.
Then it holds that
res: HU G, k , HU P , k . .  .
Proof. The assertion holds from Proposition 2.3.
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Finally, let us quote the cohomology algebra of the p-group P above for
convenience.
 .THEOREM 5.2 Huebschmann . Let
 p m p n p f y1 1qp my f:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - f - m , f - n.
U  .Then the cohomology algebra H P, k is generated by the elements
a g H 1 P , k , b g H 2 P , k , b g H 2 iy1 P , k , .  .  .1 2 2 iy1
1 F i F p , t g H 2 p P , k : .2 p
UH P , k s k a , b , b , b , . . . , b , t , . 1 1 2 3 2 py1 2 p
which satisfy the following relations:
b b s 0, 1 F i , j F p , b b s 0, 1 F i F p y 1,2 iy1 2 jy1 2 2 iy1
and ha¨e the following properties:
 .  41 b , t is a homogeneous system of parameters;2 2 p
 . j  : .2 b , j s 1, 2, are the inflations of generators of H Pr x , k ;j
 .  .3 res t / 0; x: 2 p
 .  .  .4 res a / 0, res a s 0; x: 1  y: 1
 .  .5 res b s 0, 1 F i F p. x: 2 iy1
 .THEOREM 5.3 Huebschmann . Let
 p m p n p f y1 1qp l:P s x , y ¬ x s 1, y s x , yxy s x ,
where
0 - l - f - m , m y l - n , m y l - f .
U  .Then the cohomology algebra H P, k is generated by the elements
a , b g H 1 P , k , b , t g H 2 P , k : .  .1 1 2 2
U w xH P , k s k a , b , b , t , . 1 1 2 2
which ha¨e the following properties:
 .  41 b , t is a homogeneous system of parameters;2 2
 . j  : .2 b , j s 1, 2, are the inflations of generators of H Pr x , k ;j
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 .  .3 res t / 0; x: 2
 .  .  .4 res a / 0, res a s 0. x: 1  y: 1
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